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1. Introduction
Most contemporary thinkers agree that we are going through a time of historical change, building a
different concept and model of social interrelation. Our ways of life and work have changed, as have
the ways in which we communicate and relate to each other.
Likewise, an increasing consensus indicates the need to reconfigure traditional social and cultural
structures. The Internet, the virtual social networks, and the Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) have coalesced into a new collective consciousness—a world intercommunicated
from the local to the global [1]. The fusion of tradition, culture, history, and legacy with technology,
innovation, and interaction provides an attractive system that serves both as an artistic expression and
as a fundamental tool for diffusion in cultural institutions [2]. For instance, the usage of interactive
technologies such as virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality (AR), combined with multidimensional
or multimodal representations [3], provides a significant novelty. User interaction offers a broader
perspective, making people more aware of their actions, helping them become the true center of
the application. It also enables interactive artistic expression through alternative realities, as well as
narration supported by the use of virtual avatars [4].
In a certain way, this new trend involves a break with former negative developments within
cultural policies of exhibition and museum spaces. The 1980s saw the rise of emblematic museums,
considered more as a spectacle than as a space for the protection of heritage assets. In them,
the architectural object mattered more than the ability to reach the public. The rise of contemporary
art museums in the 1990s led to a disdainful look at the museum as a conservative art institution,
and favored their understanding as mere cultural centers with multi-purpose rooms. Fortunately,
this discourse has been superseded; there is now a greater concern to work with collections in order to
build new resources and new museum narratives. ICTs are an effective and necessary ally in these
tasks [5].
Currently, museums are considered as institutions based on the transmission of knowledge,
whose priority is to set culture within the reach of every society, as centers of digital exchange,
and as open spaces of intergenerational dialogue [6–9]. In this paradigm shift, the evaluation of
the user experience is increasingly important. Improving the understanding of cultural sites or
museums through mobile applications requires a complex but necessary task: the assessment of
digital applications and their reception by users. Monitoring the acquisition of knowledge is a crucial
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tool in order to propose relevant recommendations for the design of digital experiences for cultural,
educational, and recreational purposes [10].
In the heritage field, one can speak of art labs or history labs, but more specifically of
heritage labs as a process of innovation in society/heritage relations, in a constant search for
strong social involvement [11]. This search for the creation of cultural, social, and political
systems is based on favoring fair and sustainable practices through experiential and participatory
approaches. Awareness-raising processes are becoming commonly generated through innovative
access to information systems or in the creation of new cultural containers. A clear example is the
creation of cultural routes that are developed on the territory, while also offering rich spatio-temporal
information, visualizing and helping to understand the historical processes, the changes, and evolution
of heritage sites.
In recent years, UNESCO [12] has privileged the concept of “integral heritage”, which exceeds
the isolated building or monument [13]. This understanding of heritage as an integral reality
requires a collective perception and the establishment of cultural networks that expand the range of
perception, combining monuments, heritage sites, museums, natural landscapes, cultural landscapes,
ethnographic realities, historical sites, collective memory, and cultural routes [14]. The goal is the
public appreciation of the heritage, the understanding of the cultural and educational dimension in a
single universe, interconnected in a set of multinodular networks. In this objective, new technologies
can become an important and effective ally.
Within this context, this Special Issue was devised on a set a shared assumptions.
Cultural Heritage (CH) is an essential expression of the wealth and diversity of human cultures,
and therefore its documentation, interpretation, restoration, and dissemination are considered to
be crucial tasks. Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) provide researchers with
powerful tools to deal with the digital acquisition, storage, conservation, recreation, reconstruction,
and representation of CH assets, both tangible and intangible. Every day, new initiatives are
materializing this symbiosis between ICT and Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH)—for example,
for the accurate multi-dimensional documentation of our cultural legacy, the processing of large
amounts of data to identify new correlations among digital heterogeneous collections, or the increase
of CH awareness by means of advanced representation and interaction (e.g., visual, tangible, etc.)
approaches. Due to the increasing capabilities of new technologies that triggers the growing complexity
in the digital documentation and representation of CH, new challenges arise regarding its preservation
over time, re-use, and study.
2. Papers Published in This Special Issue
The essays received, reviewed, and accepted here study these topics from different perspectives,
some of them technological in nature (e.g., ICT, architecture, etc.), while others approach issues from
the Humanities and the Social Sciences (e.g., art history, conservation, etc.). Six are original papers,
one is a communication, and one a review. They all unpack the relevance of digital CH in the current
research panorama. In the following paragraphs, an outline and short discussion on these papers is
provided, highlighting their main findings.
Multimodal and Interactive technologies play an important role in the documentation,
preservation, and dissemination of cultural assets. For instance, by means of AR and VR technologies,
cultural assets can be relocated and recontextualized. This can help users to understand their original
location, scale, and function, thus better relating them to the cultural identities that originated them,
as shown by some papers in this issue. “TinajAR: An Edutainment Augmented Reality Mirror for the
Dissemination and Reinterpretation of Cultural Heritage” [15] describes a system dealing with ceramic
heritage, designed to be both an edutainment application and an artistic piece. TinajAR features an AR
mirror metaphor [16,17] (i.e., users see themselves immersed in an augmented environment). As an
artistic expression, TinajAR seeks to reinterpret an ancient type of cellar called a calado, which was
used to store wine in northern Spain. It is an example of AR opening up a complete set of new
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possibilities for CH, including the virtual transformation of physical elements. “A Novel Immersive
VR Game Model for Recontextualization in Virtual Environments: The µVRModel” [18] puts forward
a new model for VR games, named µVR. By combining real-walking techniques and an adaptive,
game-driven, multi-scale progression, it allows the creation of immersive VR applications targeting
re-contextualization activities that require users to relocate virtual cultural objects in their former
locations. The µ operator performs a liquid and adaptive miniaturization of the user each time they
correctly place a given item onto its target location. Furthermore, the model aims to minimize motion
sickness while fully exploiting the physical tracked area and augmenting the understanding of user
experiences within the virtual world.
In a different way, another paper involving relocation and recontextualization is “Behind the 3D
Scene: A GIS Approach for Managing the Chronological Information of Historic Buildings” [19]. In this
case, chronological recontextualization plays an important role. Historic buildings are representations
of cultural systems over time. Therefore, it is important to shed light on the chronological information
about any given historical building, and thus show the descriptions of its different (re)compositions for
different moments. The authors argue that this allows a holistic understanding of historical changes
and, in turn, supports the planning of restoration projects, providing a complete documentary archive.
They also propose a methodology that makes use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and
develops a digital “container” as a 3D digital model for the archiving of a building’s chronological
information. It covers both the geometric and spatial aspects, as well as the historical sources and their
reliability. The core technology for this study is architectural 3D modeling, so relevant in the CH sector.
This is also highlighted in the paper entitled “A Review of Heritage Building Information Modeling
(H-BIM)” [20], which offers an extensive review focused on Heritage BIM (H-BIM)—a kind of 3D
model that follows the BIM standard, contextualized for the heritage sector. The authors show that the
complex modeling of cultural heritage through commercial BIM software leads to the consideration
of the H-BIM concept, which pursues the modeling of architectural elements according to artistic,
historical, and constructive typologies. The paper reviews the literature on H-BIM and its effective
implementation in the cultural heritage sector, also exploring the effectiveness and usefulness of the
existing methodologies.
Mobile phones are being increasingly used in the context of museums and exhibition spaces,
maybe because of their light weight, their increased computational capabilities (which allow
embedding interactive applications with rich graphics), or the fact that most people have their
own device. Among other reasons, they are highly useful in generating new museum narratives,
as highlighted by the paper “Flow, Staging, Wayfinding, Personalization: Evaluating User Experience
with Mobile Museum Narratives” [21]. Its main challenge is to report on the evaluation of prototype
narrative “guides” based on mobile devices, designed, developed, and implemented as part of a
research project at the Acropolis Museum in Athens, Greece. It aimed to make museums more
attractive and relevant to a wider range of visitors by creating personalized interactive storytelling
experiences. The authors highlight the complexity of understanding users’ experience, and what
makes it effective in the rich context of a cultural setting. They underscore the relevance of proper
design, monitoring, and evaluation, where different profiles of visitors and users need to be considered.
Their conclusions are in some ways aligned with the paper “Enhancing the Appreciation of Traditional
Chinese Painting Using Interactive Technology” [22], which reports on field studies of a prototype tablet
application about Chinese painting. First, authors present a cultural appreciation study where they
explore the specific approach of cross-cultural aesthetics, mapping potential insights for a prototype
design. Secondly, they show the design of a tablet application and the results of focus group studies to
explore the technology that supports cross-cultural audiences’ aesthetic appreciation and engagement
with traditional Chinese painting. Their aim is to offer valuable transferrable insights about the design
of interactive technology that enables the appreciation of traditional art.
This framework raises new challenges as well as the establishment of new canons. Such a debate
is introduced in the paper “Canon, Value, and Cultural Heritage: New Processes of Assigning Value in
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the Postdigital Realm” [23]. It aims to provide some reflections on the mechanisms of canon formation
in the context of the web as a new laboratory of cultural production. It also intends to feed the critical
discussion about how the so-called postcanonical age unfolds, under various forms: hypercanonization,
socialdecanonization, and transcanonization. The author opens interesting questions for this debate,
such as “who owns the cultural values in the postdigital society?” or “who holds now the authority
and power to establish the new canons and legitimizing discourses?”
Finally, “Interactive Tools for the Preservation, Dissemination and Study of Silk Heritage—An
Introduction to the SILKNOW Project” [24] provides an introduction to a project that will produce an
intelligent computational system in order to improve the understanding of European silk heritage.
To that end, it will make use of different interactive technologies, such as a web portal with a
multilingual thesaurus, spatio-temporal visualizations of objects related to silk heritage, or a virtual
loom that is able to digitally weave ancient silk textiles.
In summary, this Special Issue explores the role of new and interactive technologies in digital
cultural heritage, including virtual reality, augmented reality, mobile technologies, web-based
networks, GIS, or 3D assets representation, among others. It addresses the promise of these technologies
for museums, helping to bring CH content closer to the public while enhancing their experiences
thereof. As editors of this Special Issue, we feel that our goals have been successfully met, as the papers
provide very diverse reflections of the current research trends in this area.
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